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Dungeon quest weapon potential calculator

'Weapon Physical DPS' - ((min -max)/2) - AS ' Enter a value for all fieldsThe DPS Physical Weapon calculator calculates the physical damage per second (DPS) of a weapon in Path of Exile (PoE). INSTRUCTIONS: Enter the following:(min) This is the minimum damage of the weapon. (max) This is the maximum damage of the weapon. (AS) This is the physical attack speed DPS: The calculator returns
physical damage by second.related calculators: The physical weapon DPS Calculator equation calculates the physical DPS of a weapon in the path of exile. This equation adds the minimum and maximum damage a weapon can do, divides it by two, and then multiplies by the attacks per second of the weapon. It calculates only the physical DPS of a weapon. If you want to calculate the DPS of a weapon
that contains elemental damage, use the equation at the bottom of this page. Path of ExilePath of Exile (PoE) is an online action RPG set in Wraeclast, a world of dark fantasy. It is developed by independent New Zealand developer Grinding Gear Games and is a free downloadable game to play supported by ethical microtransactions. On January 23, 2013, the open beta was released. In March 2013, the
subscriber base reached 2 million players. The game left Open Beta and was fully released both on Steam and on their own website on October 23, 2013.Game PlayThe player controls a single character from an aerial point of view and explores large outdoor areas and underground caves or dungeons, fighting monsters and completing NPC quests to gain experience points and equipment. The game
takes heavily from the Diablo series, especially Diablo II. All areas outside the central encampments are randomly generated for increased replayability. While all players play on (currently) a server world the game outside the camps is highly instanced providing each player or game with an isolated card to explore freely. Players can initially choose from six classes available to play as (Duelist, Marauder,
Ranger, Shadow, Templar, and Witch). Each of these classes is aligned with one or two attributes. The final class, The Scion, can be unlocked by completing the game in normal difficulty, and is aligned with all three attributes. Different classes are not prevented from investing in skills not aligned with their core attributes, but will have easier access to skills that are aligned with their core attributes. Items are
randomly generated from a wide variety of basic types and have special properties and gem plugs. They come in different rarities with increasingly powerful properties. That's a lot of the gameplay dedicated to finding well-balanced and synergistic equipment. Skill gems be placed in armor and weapon gems, which gives them an active skill. As the character moves forward and raises levels, equipped skill
gems also gain experience and can be turned into more powerful versions. Active skills can be modified by elements known as Gems. Depending on the number of linked catches the player has, an attack or main skill can be modified with increased attack speed, faster projectiles, multiple projectiles, sequence shots, a life leech, automatic throw spells on critical strike, and more. However, a given active
skill cannot take up to five brackets, forcing players to prioritize how they want to change the skill. All classes share the same selection of about 1,350 passive skills, from which the player can choose one each time his character ranks, or occasionally through quest rewards. These passive skills improve basic attributes and provide other improvements such as increasing mana processing capacity, health or
damage. Each of the characters starts in a different position on the skill tree. They are arranged in a complex network starting in a trunk aligned with each of the three main attributes. The player must therefore not only focus on maximizing all the modifiers related to his primary attacks and spells, but must also take care to select the most effective path through the skill tree, as the average character will
have only 100 skill points to spend. The economy of the game is based on bartering for rare items. Unlike traditional gambling currencies, these items have their own inherent uses and thus provide their own silver wells to prevent inflation. Most of these elements are used to randomize equipment statistics. LeaguesGrinding Gear Games aims to offer several alternative game modes for Path of Exile.
Currently, the following permanent leagues are available: Standard - the default gameplay league. The characters who die here respawn in the last city visited (with loss of experience on higher difficulties). Hardcore - Characters can't be resurrected, but instead re-host back in the standard league. Current Temporary Leagues: Tormented Spirits can haunt rare or unique monsters for extra challenge and
loot. Bloodlines - hardcore league where the magic monster packs each have one of the many lineage mods for an extra difficulty. Previous Temporary Leagues: Rampage - in this league killing enemies in quick succession will give rise to Rampage bonuses. Beyond - hardcore league where killing monsters in close proximity to each other creates portals that spawn creatures from another realm. Other
leagues are usually designed for specific events. They have their own set of rules, accessibility of elements and consequences. These rules vary according to the league. For example, the Downhill league has another set of cards, new sets of monsters and rewards, but characters from that league are no longer available to play after the end of the league. The Turbo solo immolation leagues, for example,
are running on the same maps as standard modes, but with much more difficult monsters, no party, replacing physical damage with fire damage and monsters that explode to death and returning the survivors to the Hardcore League (while the dead characters resurrect in standard). Race leagues last between 30 30 and a week. Permanent leagues have homologous scale leagues with different sets of
rules that last four months. PlotThe game takes place in a world of dark fantasy. The game begins the game wake up on the shores of Wraeclast, a continent that was once the center of a powerful empire, but is now a cursed land that serves as a criminal colony for criminals and other undesirable individuals of the neighboring island of Oriath. Whatever the reasons for his exile, the player must now face
the ruthless desert with its dangerous inhabitants, alongside the ruined ruins and bloody secrets of the Eternal Empire and the vaal civilization that came before, and regroup with other outcasts to survive. ReferencesWikipedia - comments share The following calculators are used to calculate various attributes of the game, such as gold prices and potential power. These calculators are not features in the
game and have no direct correlation with the game. This calculator calculates how much gold a weapon will cost to upgrade and the potential a weapon can achieve if it is upgraded. In order to find the potential cost of gold, fill the bottom 2 boxes. To find the potential power of a weapon, fill all 3 boxes. Level Calculator The level calculator calculates the amount of EXP required to reach certain levels.
Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. By Dragalia Lost Wiki Creator: Alopek His Youtube Discord: Alopek #5311 Email: blamspotyt+dqcalculator@gmail.com Yes. Formula DPS is correct and it includes other things like Weaken, Glasscannon, Push the Limit and many other things. What starts are the power stat points, the bwd of the weapon (high base damage), WD%,
ED%, then the other damage affixed from sets, affixed to crystal, natures and affixed legend, then finally the attack speed as it increases attacks. Formula: Let's say gauntlet a bwd 10400. Then you have the 103 power which is 7725 dmg. 10400-7725 18125 dmg. Then 200% DEO . It's 18125× (1-200%) - 54375 Dmg. Or 18125×3 - 54375 because it's the same Next comes 5000 NT, but for this example, I
do not include if the quality of the weapons comes next. The quality of the weapons will be included. This is 54375× (1-25%) -67968.75 . Or 54375×1.25 - 67968.75 . Same thing. 67968.75× (1-300%) - 271875 dmg. It's the same as 67968.75×4. 300% ED is a good way to earn a dmg boost but you can add more if you feel or less if you don't want all 3 for construction. Next 5000 ED, but I'm not going to
include for this example for PvE. That is my way of simplifying the formula. Real formula: (Bwd-power× (1-WD%)× (1-25% WIQ ×(1-ED%)-ED× (APS). Of course, the weapon level counts too much if level 100 BWD is ideal. Then after the formula, you multiply the dmg with other appos. For PvP, it is best not to use %WD or % ED and just use Flat 5000 ED (1040 pvp) because of the elements being level 20,
mainly due to the slot economy and damage reasons. p Then we include other other like Glasscannon 50%, Momentum 50% dmg with 100% travel speed, elemenral crits, crits, deadly strikes, MH and OH DMG, etc etc.
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